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Roman Shades are drapes for windows that are installed to block out unnecessary sunlight and
provide the requisite shade to a room. These are quite different from Vertical Blinds. Roman Shades
are built to provide a clean look to a room. Each layer is made in a way that allows the folds to
gather up neatly on the other as it opens up. For shutting down the mechanism supports each
shade evenly thereby giving a very even and smooth look to the entire window. There is a whole
load of variety available in the entire range of Roman Shades.

One has the open choice to pick from  flat shades, Hobbled shades , fabric shades to the more
innovative styles like relaxed shades, pleated shades, Adventure shades ,Tulip shades Cascade,
Balloon, Montecito, Cardiff, Carmel, Sonoma, London, Austrian, Pacifica, California, Tahoe, Encino,
Windsor and many more Roman Shades. Each variant has a distinct feature and look that is simply
stunning. The different fabrics that can be utilised to create some exotic and beautiful designs and
patterns on Roman Shades are also available in every fabric conceivable right from thick material to
the thin and flimsy ones to give a sheer look. There are other variants in woven bamboo wood, reed,
jute which have stunning patterns woven throughout the entire shade. There are distinctive roman
Shades like the ones that enable complete privacy, Skylight and Solarium Shades, combination of
fabric styles, multiple shades on a single head rail and also the various styles in decorative trim
styles or the top down bottom up shades.

The top down bottom up shades are distinctively quite popular as these provide options of partial
opening of the shades with only as much light allowed in as required. The top down bottom up
shades have a mechanism that enables opening up of the entire shades in such a way that the
entire top part fits into the lower frame and the lower part fits into the upper frame. The complete
barren look gives a neat look as the shades are not visible when completely opened. However
options to partially open up both the top and the lower part is certainly there which ensures privacy if
so desired.

The various designs, patterns and type of material used in the top down bottom up shades are also
amazingly vast. However it always helps if one puts in a little effort to browse through the different
details like cost, utility, maintenance as well as the distinctive styles or patterns and designs
available before finally picking shades for installation. Each of the top down bottom up shades
available these days have distinctive   innovative styles, wonderful features like motorised or remote
controlled mechanisms. There are the pulley and cord with the old world charm available too. The
most alluring fact about having top down bottom up shades installed is that along with the style and
comfort factor these are quite affordable too if bought from some of the online stores that have
some great offers for valued customers.
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